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The Capitalist Industrial Cycle
S’s Chapter 14

During the 1960s the Depression nightmare was fading into history. The economy had nine years of almost uninterrupted prosperity, and long-run planning became very fashionable. The planning frequently wasn’t very sophisticated, though, sometimes amounting to little more than “one good year deserves another.”

Businessmen in the 1960s became so euphoric that many decided it was smart to keep on expanding during any slowdown—that it was important to “look beyond the valley.” Then came the recession of 1969-70... The recession reminded businessmen of the business cycle, of the fact that every year would not necessarily be a repetition of the past one.

—The Wall Street Journal, September 20, 1972

Considering that the contradictions of capitalist production find their clearest expression in the cyclical movements of economic activity, and considering also the enormous immediate impact of the capitalist industrial cycle on the daily life of the members of capitalist society, one might expect an introductory economics text to stress its significance. However, not so S: the effects of the cyclical development on the people living under capitalism are practically ignored, while the theoretical questions underlying the phenomenon are not assigned a key role in the science of economics—they merely form one of many branches of investigation.
This failure is due largely to the basic inability of contemporary bourgeois economics to understand the cycle; a superficially more plausible reason is to be found in the attitude adopted by bourgeois economics in the post-World War II period toward the cycle as an empirical phenomenon.

We will therefore begin our discussion with a review of this empirical reality and then proceed to an analysis of the theories presented by S.

I / HISTORY AND PRESENT EMPIRICAL REALITY OF CAPITALIST INDUSTRIALIST CYCLES

S’s sustained effort to persuade the reader that we are here dealing with rather innocuous material is the most interesting feature of the empirical approach to “business” cycles: “We now turn to the related problems of how the level of national income has fluctuated, and how economists try to forecast the future” (249). But although the chapter ostensibly seeks to determine whether the cycle is “a thing of the past, a museum piece,” S has prejudiced the search for the truth from the outset by reducing the phenomenon to the rather neutral term “business fluctuations,” which in turn are characterized as “simply one further aspect of the economic problem of achieving and maintaining high levels of jobs, production, and progressive growth along with reasonable price stability” (250). If on the one hand S tries to minimize the significance of cycles, on the other he drops hints at strategic intervals that tend to absolve society of responsibility, describing the phenomenon as a natural dysfunction. Thus he compares cycles to “the fluctuations of disease epidemics, of the weather, or of a child’s temperature” (250). And again in the concluding section of the chapter he repeats the analogy to natural catastrophes, asking whether the neoclassical synthesis has put “this curse of capitalism” to rest “in the same way that modern medicine has ended such scourges as polio and smallpox” (266).
Turning from the ideological climate S has established to his empirical treatment, we are struck by the focus on the Great Depression of 1929-41. It is given the dual task of warning us about the dangers confronting the "forces of democracy" among "the electorate in a mixed economy" if it slackens in its "new attitude" toward the "economic science" which "knows how . . . to keep any recessions that break out from snowballing into lasting chronic slumps" (266 f.), and of implying how well off we are today by comparison.

This longest and deepest stagnation period in the history of capitalism is taken as the gauge against which all subsequent cyclical movements are to be measured. As to post-World War II cyclical movements, S gives us only the skimpiest information; in essence it consists of one figure showing "business activity" as a "per cent of long-term trend" (250 f.). Although the figure shows very striking features during the period from 1902 to 1972, it is nonetheless deficient for a variety of reasons. To begin with, the reader is never told how the chart was constructed—that is, which economic "activity" is being measured; secondly, S does not even tell us what he means by a "long-term trend" (251, 253 n.1). As far as the post-World War II period is concerned, the figure 14-2 (252) offers a much more useful set of statistics. How does S interpret this material? "Let us first stick to the facts and statistics," he says. "Later we can attempt to devise hypotheses and explanatory theories to account for the facts" (251). From a pedagogical standpoint one must agree that the beginning student should be given this sort of useful information before being offered an explanatory theory. However, the material should be based on theoretical criteria, so that what follows makes sense to the student. However, because bourgeois economics has failed to develop any coherent theory of cycles, we are left with certain striking observable phenomena, which in turn lead back to theoretical pluralism. As happens so often, S fails to take an unambiguous stand; at best he ventures the statement that others "believe that the business cycle has finally been tamed" (266). In support of this view he con-
tends that his graphs show "that the American mixed economy has reduced recessions in the post-World War II period to brief and infrequent punctuations in the progress of sustained growth" (266). Or, alternatively, he points out that a statistical series such as personal income "did not decline in any recent recession. It rears its ugly head in the form of a slowing down of the rate of growth . . . as compared with its normal or long-term 'secular trend' " (253).

And although he concedes that it is "premature" to relegate the business cycle to the museum, "nevertheless," with the help of the neoclassical synthesis, "expansion periods tend to be longer and fuller than in the past: the periods of recession . . . tend to be less frequent and shorter. Perhaps only half the customary number of recessions will take place; and many of them will last scarcely a year. . . . And mixed economies like West Germany have gone two decades without a single recession. . . ." (7th edition, p. 255.). But that was back in the mid-1960s, when it was fashionable to define recessions as a slower rate of growth rather than as an absolute drop of production.

But then came the recessions of the late 1960s and early 1970s—"the 27th full-fledged slump in U.S. business history" since 1854—and more sober talk was heard:

Back in the mid-1960s, some economists and politicians in Washington declared that the U.S. economy had entered a "new era" in which the traditional business cycle of expansion-recession-expansion was dead. Henceforth, these optimists proclaimed, business activity would perpetually expand, under the deft "fine-tuning" of federal experts, without any nasty old recessions to spoil the fun. Events since 1969, of course, have made painfully clear that the business cycle remains very much alive.1

If instead of looking at statistical series such as personal income which, particularly in view of the recent high rates of inflation, are not likely to register absolute drops, we look at the various "synthetic" indices of (physical) industrial production, we find that absolute drops have indeed taken place. Thus a look at 1966-67 figures in West Ger-
many show that industrial production fell from 117.4 in 1966 to 114.2 in 1967 (1963 = 100), with consumer-goods production dropping from 117.3 to 11.8. (IMF, International Financial Statistics, XXV/8 [August, 1972], 148.) Similarly, indices for the U.S. also show absolute declines. Thus according to the *Business Week* index (1967 = 100) industrial production peaked at 113.0 the week of October 11, 1969, reached bottom at 102.0 the week of November 14, 1970, and did not regain the previous peak until the week of May 20, 1972; after several more weeks of fluctuations, the index finally broke through the old mark toward the middle of July, 1972. Thus, as the accompanying chart shows, it took almost three years for industrial production to take off from a previously attained level. And looking at the chart comparing the development of industrial production during four post-World War II cycles, we see that the latest “recovery” has by far proved to be the most “stubborn.”

Was it hindsight or a slip of the pen when, in the 8th edition, S inverted his formulation and said that “expansion periods tend to be frequent and shorter” (p. 250)? In summary we can say that S has not given us a “survey of business-cycle history” (246) but rather a misinterpretation of useful statistical material on the current period. Ulti-
mately S agrees that "the business cycle has been tamed" (267), although "changes in cold-war spending can have initially destabilizing effects upon general business activity" (266). "Tamed" for whose benefit? S gives the impression that it is "the electorate" or, in other words, the mass of the working people who have decided to ward off their own revolution by reducing unemployment. And in Chapter 41 S himself admits that although "there is nothing special about G spending on jet bombers, intercontinental missiles" etc., in point of fact that is what G is being spent on. Why? "It lies inside the realm of politics, not economics. An economically illiterate electorate may less reluctantly use the tools of the new economics for war than for peace purposes" (8th ed., p. 804).

On the one hand S admits that the fluctuations of the cycle have been reduced by military spending, while on the
other he tries to take a critical stance against military spend­
ing as one of the few "destabilizing" factors still to be con­quered. And most remarkable of all, he claims that "the electorate" has chosen to concentrate on warfare expendi­tures at the expense of schools, hospitals, housing, etc.

II / DESCRIPTION OF THE CYCLE

We now turn to S's general characterization of the cycle as opposed to the empirical presentation of the previous sec­tion and his attempt at theoretical explanation in the last section. For S it seems almost self-evident that "business conditions rarely stand still," that "prosperity may be fol­lowed by a panic or a crash." (249). But then he seems to change course, saying that "such . . . was the so-called 'business cycle' that used to characterize the industrialized nations of the world for the last century and a half at least—ever since an elaborate, interdependent money economy began to replace a relatively self-sufficient pre­commercial society" (249).

Thus rather than being a characteristic of economic ac­tivity per se, cyclical movements now appear to be peculiar to money economies. We know from the previous chapter that money played an important role in the controversy over Say's Law. How is it used here? The point S hints at is not new, it has been treated in detail by one of the founders of modern business-cycle research, Wesley C. Mitchell, who raises the issue in the context of a discussion of the disagreement in the first quarter of this century over the causes of cycles, namely whether they are related to capitalism or the money economy. Mitchell propounded the following view:

The feature of modern economic organization which throws most light upon business cycles is that economic activities are now carried on mainly by making and spending money. This condition is characteristic of capitalism; but that term puts its stress upon other features of the present scheme of institutions—such as the ownership of the means of
production—features of primary importance in certain problems, and not to be neglected here, but features of less service in the effort to understand alternations of business prosperity and depression than the feature stressed by the term "money economy. . . ."

One reason why the connection between business cycles and pecuniary organization was long overlooked is that the difference between the use of money in communities which do not and in communities which do suffer from business cycles is a difference in degree, not a difference in kind. . . . Capitalism seemed to many men in the nineteenth century, men not versed in economic history, a new portent in economic life. They fastened upon it as an explanation of many phenomena which seemed to them equally new—commercial crises among others.5

This represents an objectively complex view. On the one hand it offers an unhistorical way of regarding the development of social relations, and on the other, there is "something" to the emphasis on money. But the contradictions inherent in the sphere of commodity and the sphere of circulation can resolve themselves in crises only in the presence of other concrete phenomena unique to capitalism. It is only under capitalism that commodities and money exist as dominant elementary forms of economic activity. But there is an important difference between Mitchell and S. S, when referring to a "money economy," is not interested in any essential distinctions between it and a "barter economy." For him, the key word is "interdependent," which in this context is supposed to mean that inherent in any complex economic society is the possibility of socially caused fluctuations. But Mitchell means something else when he speaks of a money economy:

Modern economic activity is immediately animated and guided, not by the quest of satisfactions, but by the quest of profits. Therefore business cycles are distinctly phenomena of a pecuniary as opposed to an industrial character.6

By emphasizing the value aspect of money in its concrete social form ("profits"), Mitchell in effect attacks the thesis
of interdependence and indicates that cycles are specific to one society alone—capitalism.

S seeks to strengthen the impression that we are dealing with a technological phenomenon of "modern industrial society" by subordinating the cycle to the "trend line" both empirically and methodologically. We know that he views the "tamed" cycle as a temporary interruption of the normal upward trend of economic activity; now we are told that the trend line is the basis for grasping the cycle: "If we draw a smooth trend line or curve . . . through the strongly growing components of GNP, we discover the business cycle in the twistings of the data above and below the trend line" (253). This approach unfortunately confuses the real—namely the contradictory process of the self-expansion of capital—with the fictional average or "normal" rate of growth. Joseph Schumpeter, in his monumental study of cycles, comes close to this insight when he remarks that the trend

carries realistic meaning only in discrete points or intervals. If we connect them by straight lines or fit a smooth curve to them, it must be borne in mind that the stretches between the neighborhoods are nothing but a visual help and devoid of realistic meaning without facts corresponding to them. Real is only the cycle itself.7

S continues along the lines of stressing the "modern industrial" nature of cycles by criticizing certain nameless "early writers" who, "possessing little quantitative information, tended to attach disproportionate attention to panics and crises" like those of 1720, 1837, 1873, 1893, 1904, and 1929 (253). This statement is both revealing and confusing. First of all, by joining such different crises as those of 1720 and 1929, S not only falls into his wonted ahistorical approach to modes of production, but also makes it obvious that in a substantive context he does not or cannot take his own thesis about the connection between cycles and "the money economy" seriously.

The rational kernel of the "money economy" thesis lies in the fact that once a sphere of commodity and money cir-
calculation has established itself, and in particular once the function of money as means of payment and its derivative concrete expression in credit relations have developed, crises become possible. Thus the crises of the eighteenth century, though generally touched off by political events, were examples of such monetary, credit, and speculative crises. But we must draw a distinction between these crises and those of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, which, though at times seemingly speculative, were periodic industrial crises, at other times had the surface appearance of speculative crises. Secondly, by his loaded reference to “panics and crises,” S prejudices the examination of the phases of the cycle. Perhaps the most striking aspect of his description is its undifferentiated approach to the phases: they just seem to keep going from one phase to the next with no laws governing their overall direction. The phases have even been given innocuous-sounding names (expansion, peak, recession, trough) that tend to conceal the social upheavals that mark both the cycle and the intervals between cycles.

This approach deters an understanding of the objective function of the cyclical development as a whole and of each of the phases. According to S, “no two business cycles are quite the same. Yet they have much in common” (249). True, but what is it that they do have in common other than minor deviations from the trend? In the past, bourgeois economists were less reluctant to examine the aggregate economic function of cycles. Thus Hubert D. Henderson, in a book written in the 1920s, and cited by S himself in another context (389 n. 8), implied that “fluctuations” were neither simple deviations from a norm nor rectifiable deficiencies, but that the cycle was an inherent part of capitalist production through which certain fundamental forces had to express themselves. Once we understand why these forces express themselves in this way we can see that the emphasis on the cycles themselves as an almost timeless succession of qualitatively similar processes hides the fact that “the new cycle is not a mere repetition of the
Previous one: Every cycle is at the same time a stage in the history of capitalism which drives it a bit closer to its end."

Similarly we must understand that although "each phase requires special explanatory principles" (253—which S never gets around to), their relative value within the cycle itself is determined by the objective function of the cycle as a whole within capitalist production. As we have pointed out, the function of crisis is to destroy enough capital to reduce the amount which has to be self-expanded; to create enough unemployment so that wages can be reduced; to cause enough bankruptcies, and hence centralization, and hence increased competition, so that productivity can be increased: in short, to act on the factors affecting the rate and mass of surplus value so as to restore conditions of profitability. But every new upswing, every new wave of accumulation, brings with it an increase in the organic composition of capital, and the reproduction of the contradictory forces leading to the cyclical fall in the rate of profit.

S might say that some of this reasoning did perhaps have relevance in Marx’s time, and also that it is precisely the realization in practice of the "new economics" that has brought forth a new reality, and hence the need for a new theory or theories. Yet there is vague acknowledgment on the part of S of the continued existence of the fundamental forces when he says that "today it is recognized that not every period of improving business need take us all the way to full employment and true prosperity" (253). This serves as a further illustration of a phenomenon which we have touched on repeatedly, namely, that the apparent Keynesian successes are usually the result of a shift in the form of appearance of a basic capitalist contradiction either temporally onto another national capital, or onto another economic area. In this case, the state’s ability to shorten the depression or stagnation phase of the cycle was made possible by curtailing the capital destruction and unemployment brought on by the crisis phase; but by preventing these self-healing forces from working themselves out, so
that the conditions of profitability can be restored, state intervention simultaneously works against the traditionally "explosive" boom.

The last aspect of the cycle touched on by S, which he calls "a first clue to business fluctuations: capital formation" (255), will bring us to the next section on business-cycle theories. From the outset confusion reigns here, since S groups so-called consumer-durables (cars, washing machines, etc.) and capitalist "investment goods" (Marx's Department I—means of production), thus making it impossible to differentiate between the effects of the cycle on the reproduction of capital with respect to means of production and means of consumption.

The causes of cyclical development cannot be understood without taking into account the differential effect of the purchase of a residential house or an automobile and that of a new steel mill. The acquisition of new means of production (as well as of new labor power) represents part of the process of capital accumulation, and its development lies at the root of the intensity of upswings and crises. Consumer-durables purchases—especially since they tend to be bought on credit—can help in the realization of surplus value and extend a boom (even if only seemingly), but they are in no sense the basic factor.

S's confusion and/or identification of the two stems from the Keynesian circulation-sphere approach stressing spending regardless of its socioeconomic function. But even where S does single out capital investment in the stricter bourgeois sense of the term, he does so from a technological point of view; that is to say, he points to the fundamental material role of pig iron, etc., in the production process (255). This is an important factor and part of the rational kernel of the "accelerator" theory. But the one-sided emphasis of the technological aspect deprives the theory of a comprehensive grasp of the social entity represented by capital, and ultimately prevents it from contributing to the explanation of cycles.

S's attempt to account for the fluctuations in the demand for "durable goods" (which he equates with the "capital-
goods sector of the economy") demonstrates how technological theories degenerate into ideology:

By their nature, durable goods are subject to violently erratic patterns of demand. In bad times their new purchase can be indefinitely postponed; in a good year, everyone may suddenly decide to stock up on a 10-year supply of the services of durable goods at the same time [253].

Now there is nothing inherent in the means of production (or at least S has failed to prove the contrary) to make demand for them more erratic than demand for means of consumption. But then of course S is not really talking about what is inherent but about "good" and "bad" times; this becomes clear when we read the small print, which informs us that "profit fluctuations coincide with investment fluctuations" (255). But then this means that cycles are not only bound up with the "money economy," but more specifically with an economy which produces for profit and stops producing when profit is not forthcoming. But S has failed to specify these factors, and as a result, his theory is bound to suffer.

III / THEORIES

The practice of bourgeois economics to fasten on superficial observable and measurable phenomena has led to the postulating of a number of causes of cycles, and hence to a number of theories. This kind of "theoretical pluralism" finds expression in S's emphasis on "investment" and in his eclectic approach. Without a comprehensive theory of capitalist production as a whole, a modern economist has no other alternative but to point out the variety of forms in which cycles appear and to lend plausibility to theories which try to make sense of such seemingly disparate phenomena.

The distinction S draws between so-called internal and external theories has validity for the history of economic theory. The question arises, however, whether a different
interpretation of S’s distinction might not lead to other conclusions. For the time being we can accept his description of internal theories as discovering (self-generating) cycles, because in its generality it can apply to a Marxist theory of crises as an aspect of the self-reproducing contradictions of capitalist production. It is the so-called external factors such as technology and population which we must look at more critically. On the one hand, these factors are not external insofar as the development of capitalism brings forth both the specific technological advances (e.g., “labor-saving” machines) and the conditions which allow or inhibit the use of such innovations. Similarly, it is not changes in population as such, but rather the constraints which capitalist production forces on population growth that is the relevant factor in explaining economic development. In part S acknowledges these considerations when he speaks of technological inventions as acting “on business through net investment” or “the economic system . . . feed[ing] back on the so-called ‘external factors’ ” (257); but he reverts to his empirical, untheoretical approach when he refers to investment “fluctuations” as “capricious and volatile” in their dependency on technology and population (259).

On the other hand, to the extent that these factors do have relative autonomy, they may modify the length or intensify a phase of a cycle, but they cannot form the foundation of the cyclical movements of capitalist production, they cannot be the cause of the cycles. We can illustrate this in the following way: in conjunction with so-called Kuznets cycles, S mentions labor supply and supply of other resources as important factors (8th ed., p. 239). Cyclical movements are characterized by sudden spurts of expansion and contradiction; this means that sudden expansions are possible only if a sufficiently large reserve army of unemployed is readily available. If the cycle were dependent on the natural growth of the population (or of the labor force), then it would not start in the first place, because the new upswing would have to wait for a generation of workers to grow up. But capitalism provides for itself in this respect by its reserve army of unemployed and its methods for increasing the production of relative surplus
value and absolute surplus value, proof enough that cycles have their origin in a specific societal organization of production and not in nature or technology.

Let us now look at S’s critique of Marx’s theory of the “business” cycle (incidentally, the 8th edition is the first to say specifically that it is directed against Marx), offered in the context of a discussion of “some simple examples of possible, crude internal theories” (257). It is ironic that the crudeness attributed to Marx in fact inheres in S’s explanation of cycles.

S has succumbed to a basic error, namely he has confused the cause of crises with the cause of their periodicity. In Marx’s view, the turnover of the fixed capital is not the cause of the crisis but merely explains why the contradictions underlying the crises find their “solution” in crises marked by a certain regularity or periodicity. According to S, Marx and some bourgeois economists reason as follows: If all durables had the same lifespan, the business cycle would be explained by the bunching of new purchases at one time (upswing) and stagnation of business activity until the durable goods wore out (depression). But, S interjects, neither equipment bought at the same time nor identical cars produced at the same time will be replaced at the same time (257 f.). This is the sum total of S’s critique. His revealing statement “never mind how” the boom gets started, prejudices the analysis from the outset, because Marx explains how it gets started, just as he explains that the crisis must also get started, on the basis of social features peculiar to capitalist production.

Marx does not reduce cycles to any sort of alleged production conditions of modern industry; he merely points to the increasing proportion of total social capital bound up in fixed capital as the “material foundation of periodic crises.” The fixed capital (not to be confused with constant capital, which is a category of the sphere of production), comprising basically the machinery and buildings of capitalist enterprises, unlike the circulating capital (raw materials plus variable capital), is not used up all at once; that is to say, it enters into the process of production and remains there as use value, while its exchange value is
gradually transferred to the new commodities produced by these machines and in these buildings. With the wearing-out of the machine, the whole value of the original machines is transferred to the new commodities produced, the value is realized in the price of the products sold, and a new machine can be bought. At this point, Marx says, the fixed capital—(so called because only the value of the machine circulates, whereas the use values themselves are fixed in the sphere of production) has turned over. While the fixed capital may turn over once very five to ten years (a building may be amortized over fifty years), the circulating capital may turn over several times a year. Now S objects that not all durables wear out simultaneously. First of all, "consumer" automobiles are not capital (although trucks, etc., used by capitalist enterprises are), and hence of no interest here. Secondly, the wearing-out of capital equipment is only in part due to "natural" wear and tear; in large part the replacement of machinery is forced upon capitalists by competition; if their competitors have more efficient machines, then older machines will have to be junked before they have worn out. S himself concedes this when he says that "in a good year, everyone may suddenly decide to stock up on a 10-year supply of durable goods at the same time" (255). And finally, it is not at all necessary that all equipment wear out or be replaced at the same time. It is enough that the fixed capital in crucial branches (such as machine tools for heavy industry, or even pig iron, to use S's example) have approximately the same turnover period in order to impose cyclical form on a whole industry and the entire national capital. As we have seen, the need for "rationalization" of production following the crisis phase to keep from going under or to capture the largest possible share of the extra profits assures a certain uniformity in the renewal of fixed capital.

THE "ACCELERATION PRINCIPLE"

This brings us to the central theoretical point of this chapter. Since this section offers the only systematic explanation of cycles, one can only marvel at S's suggestion to instructors that "the material on the accelerator can be soft-
pedaled." But then one becomes a little less perplexed when one learns that S also believes that the entire chapter "could be skipped." But regardless of the peripheral significance S attaches to cycles and their theoretical investigation, let us analyze the accelerator. Various bourgeois economists have raised objections to the accelerator principle largely on empirical or methodological grounds. S cannot be ignorant of them, since he has done some of the leading work in the field. Yet some of them are serious enough to merit mention by S, at least in the form of his customary "modifying" or "qualifying" factors, which in effect wind up undermining the theories they relate to; S's failure to do so is a serious omission.

In a widely used macroeconomics text, Barry N. Siegel summarizes some of the commonly criticized weaknesses of the accelerator:

A word of warning is appropriate here. The acceleration principle, even though it has explanatory value in the field of business-cycle analysis, is as yet an unconfirmed hypothesis, despite some fairly elaborate attempts to demonstrate its validity. That it has not been confirmed should not be surprising. The mechanical model . . . contains a number of assumptions which, if not realized in fact, will seriously impair the precision with which the acceleration effect works. First, the model assumed that businessmen were working with plant and equipment which were fully utilized before the process began. This assumption will rarely be realized in fact, especially for the economy as a whole. A further assumption was that each increase in demand for finished goods is regarded as permanent by entrepreneurs. Businessmen may prefer to press their equipment at an overcapacity rate of use until they are sure that the increase in demand is permanent enough to justify additional capital facilities. . . . A final assumption was that the technical capital-output relation was constant, that the new equipment designed to provide additional productive capacity, as well as to replace the depreciated facilities, was the same as the old. Actually, many businessmen use different and technologically superior equipment in their expansions and replacements.
One of the studies referred to by Siegel, which attempt to verify the accelerator empirically, concluded "that the acceleration principle cannot help very much in the explanation of the details in real investment fluctuations, with the possible exception of railroad rolling stock."  

A more fundamental criticism, in particular of the accelerator-multiplier model, has been offered by Hegeland:

When the multiplier principle can be meaningfully employed, as is the case just before a recovery is started, it will be completely meaningless to apply the acceleration principle since all industries can be expected to have excess capacity; whereas, on the other hand, when the use of the acceleration principle, in connection with the disappearance of excess capacity, may make sense, the multiplying effects of autonomous expenditure will be of a very limited reach.

Hegeland proceeds to stress the superficial nature of these models:

By combining the multiplier and acceleration principles neat models have been worked out that are subjected to regular variations, which numerically resemble the proportionate variations of some relevant magnitudes during the course of a business cycle. Such a model, however, reduces the business cycle problem to a mere question of disproportionate development of various quantities by concentrating on the indications only of changes, and refrains from any thorough analysis of the structural and qualitative processes below the surface of quantitative changes which actually determine the whole process.

Common to most of the objections to the accelerator is the opinion that, whatever its defects, it nonetheless makes a contribution to business-cycle theory. We would say that despite some rational content, the accelerator in its present form contributes little to an understanding of the fundamental forces that regulate capitalist development.

First of all, the accelerator is largely based on technological considerations. It places primary emphasis on the fact that tooling up for increased demand takes so long that the
backlog of unsatisfied demand results in an enormous increase in the production of means of production; the second "technological fact" refers to the lifetime of the means of production themselves: the longer their life, the longer the period over which they depreciate, the smaller the amount of yearly wear and tear that has to be replaced. (Interestingly enough, S's illustration [261] shows only simple reproduction; there is no capital accumulation at the initial point of departure.) The smaller the yearly replacement investment, the larger the fluctuations of gross investment brought about by the new investment needed to supply the producers of means of consumption—and vice versa in a downswing.

The irony here of course lies in the fact that this is more or less the "crude" internal theory falsely attributed to Marx. The emphasis on technology conceals great ideological advantages, by claiming that cycles and crises are rooted in "our modern industrial society." In a very distorted manner the accelerator reflects the fact that a given rate of growth of production of means of consumption (Department II) requires a higher rate of growth of the production of means of production (Department I); for "the rapidity of economic growth is determined by the margin by which the output of Department I exceeds the replacement requirements for the means of production of Departments I and II."17

Since capitalism expresses the growing productivity of labor through the more rapid growth of constant capital as against variable capital and surplus value, the only way in which the variable capital and surplus value in Department I can overtake the constant capital in Department II (the precondition for expanded reproduction) is for Department I to expand more rapidly than Department II.18

The ideological fruit of the accelerator once again is the projection of consumption as the driving force behind production in capitalism. The accelerator makes things easy for itself by starting us off in the middle of the process: we see extra demand in action. But where did the additional demand come from? If it merely represents a shift in demand
from one commodity to another, then we cannot expect an increase in total production. If it represents an increase in total demand, then one would have to determine why the previous “round” of production resulted in such an increase of solvent demand. The solution to this would become difficult in S’s model since he presupposes simple reproduction. Why the capitalists should suddenly use part of their revenue for, or rather transform it into, capital accumulation, remains unclear. What the accelerator reflects—and here we come to the second of the rational kernels—are the different conditions for realization in the departments of production devoted to means of production and consumption. The realization of the value embodied in the means of consumption is dependent by and large on wages (plus capitalist personal consumption revenue); realization of the commodities produced by producers of means of production depends on demand from within this Department I and from the producers of means of consumption. The latter will require more means of production only when demand exceeds their present output facilities; in large part, then Department I producers are dependent on prior expansion of Department II. Thus the “volatile fluctuations” of Department I are not so much due to the technological longevity of the machinery as to the understandable social fact that capitalists are loath to produce “ahead of the market.”

The basic difficulty in the accelerator model seems to be that demand for means of consumption does not rise at a constant rate, with resultant fluctuations in Department I. But rather than being some kind of technical problem, this relation reveals the ultimate connection of the production of means of production to the “buying power” of the mass of the population—the working class. The accelerator theory merely accepts as given the contradiction between the limited purchasing power of the working class and the unlimited development of productive capacities. Although it can make some quantitative statements about this contradiction in the form of the disproportionalities between Departments I and II, it literally does not know what it is saying, and by shifting attention to technical and technological con-
siderations, it actually buries the explanation of social contradictions under ideology.

Bourgeois economics attempts to transform the contradictions of capitalist production into external limitations of scarcity. S claims that the "law" of the accelerator decrees that "society's needed stock of capital . . . depends primarily upon the level of income or production. . . . Net investment, will take place only when income is growing" (260). The word "or" in the first sentence makes for ambiguity: if we are talking about production in the abstract, then obviously there is some relevance to establishing what Marx calls the technical composition of capital—that is, the relation of machines to workers needed to produce some given mass of use values. But when S talks about "income," he is becoming involved in a value category that conceals class contradictions—namely, that between wages and surplus value. If for some reason income were to grow as a result of wages rising more than profits fall, it is unlikely that investment would increase. On the other hand, if income rose because profits rose faster than wages fell, then investment would be sure to increase, but the bottom would soon drop out of the market because the flagging mass consumption power would make itself felt.

Or again, S explains a "downturn" by asking how can "a system grow forever at 6 or 7 per cent if its labor force grows only at 1 or 2 per cent and workers' productivity grows only at 2 or 3 per cent?" (262). If it were really a matter of such use-value considerations, then cyclical crises would be common to every "industrial" economy; yet S himself has admitted that socialist countries need not fear business cycles.19 In any case, S's presentation does not deal with the specific crises of capital accumulation which cannot be explained on the basis of use-value "bottlenecks."

In the final analysis, the only solution to the problems revealed by the accelerator is comprehensive planning, but if bourgeois economists wait for capitalism to develop such planning on the basis of the neoclassical synthesis, they will wait in vain.
Notes and References

PREFACE

1. In an article entitled “Econ. 101: An Increase in ‘Relevance’ Demand Causes Rise in Supply” The Wall Street Journal outlined this development:

Student impatience and boredom with standard macroeconomics...have encouraged new course content. “The student is a restive fellow today,” says Mr. Samuelson. “He’s uptight with the environment and the war.”


2. As Business Week, published by the same corporation (McGraw-Hill) which publishes S’s textbook, remarked with respect to “the ninth edition, a lavishly diagrammed, 42-[sic] chapter, four-color production selling for $11.50” which “is now the central feature of a marketing package that includes a study guide, programmed text, outside readings, instructor’s manual, test bank, and transparency masters”:

The extra effort is becoming a necessity in an increasingly competitive market, “Samuelson’s dominance won’t continue indefinitely,” says Charles R. Wade, marketing manager for McGraw-Hill’s business and economics texts. “How long he can keep his book high on the charts depends upon how well he keeps up with the needs of the field.” (“Samuelson’s text never grows old,” 24 March 1973, pp. 58 f.)

S. himself, on the other hand, with “annual royalties well into six figures” (ibid.), can afford to neglect profit considerations and claim that all that “effort” has no other function than to satisfy the consumer:

Publishing has its economics and the fact that so many use this text permits an up-to-dateness that is invaluable in a subject like economics. ... McGraw-Hill has cooperated magnificently in producing a book whose print, color diagrams, and layout have been designed with the sole purpose of aiding in mastery of the economics subject matter. (5th ed. 1961, p. vi.)
In reality, of course, the economics of publishing encompasses another aspect—it is a sphere of investment which, for instance, in 1971 offered a 10.7 percent rate of profit on stockholders' equity (Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1972, p. 483); in 1970 the value of shipments of the printing and publishing industry amounted to more than $25 billion (ibid., p. 711); and in 1967 the four largest book publishers accounted for one-fifth of total industry shipments by value (ibid., p. 705). McGraw-Hill itself was the 292nd largest industrial corporation in the U.S. in 1972 with sales of about $430 million and profits of approximately $22.5 million. (Fortune, LXXXVII/5 May, 1973, p. 232) and although it is considerably larger—in part because it is "diversified"—than its major competitors in the traditional economics textbook field such as Prentice-Hall (1971: net income of $16.5 million on sales of about $134 million [Moody's Industrial Manual 1972 (N.Y., 1972) II, 2859]) and Harper & Row (1971: profits of $1.7 million on sales of $59 million [ibid., I, 71f.]), it too must contend with RCA, the 19th largest industrial corporation in 1972 with sales of almost $4 billion (Fortune, op. cit., p. 222), which has acquired the far-flung publishing empire of Random House.

These data serve merely to indicate that in this industrial branch as in all others, nothing is produced which does not represent a potential profit to the capitalist producers.

3. We have no further interest in these various "put-up jobs." Our concern in this connection is with numerous attempts by individuals and groups, understanding themselves explicitly as left-wing or socialist in political intent, to present an attack on "orthodox" economics. As a result of the student-movement and professional-economist origins of most of these authors, their work has been characterized, despite their forthright opposition to U.S. capitalism, by a certain adherence to bourgeois theories and uncritical political-economic views of students, the working class, imperialism, the Soviet Union and other phenomena. (Perhaps the most significant effort in this direction to date is E. K. Hunt and Howard J. Sherman, Economics: an Introduction to traditional and radical views (N.Y., 1972). This book is meant not so much as a critique of the standard economics texts as a replacement; this has its good marketing grounds, for unless it "covers the same material" as S it cannot gain Harper and Row, the publisher, entry into "the lucrative book market in economic principles courses." (The authors of the present book are aware of this strategy from per-
sonal dealings with Prentice-Hall.) Partly as a result of this constriction, but no doubt also partly as a result of the theoretical convictions of the authors, this arrangement leads to a degradation of the notion of critique, for the book is so constructed that the teachers using it are offered a take-it-or-leave-it proposition with respect to the radical critique of capitalism and of “traditional” economics. (See, for example, Hunt and Sherman, Instructor’s Manual to Accompany...[N.Y., 1972], p. 45).

Despite these limitations, we regard the rise of intellectual endeavors in opposition to capitalism—endeavors manifested, for example, in the activities of the Union for Radical Political economics—as a significant phenomenon indicative of profound changes in society which have begun to surface. As Engels noted almost a century ago:

The wakening insight that the existing societal arrangements are irrational and unjust, that reason has become nonsense and benefit torment, is only an indication of the fact that silently in the methods of production and forms of exchange changes have taken place with which the social order which was tailored to earlier economic conditions no longer agrees. This also means that the means for the elimination of the abuses which have been discovered must similarly be present—more or less developed—in the changed relations of production themselves. These means are not say to be invented out of the head, but are rather to be discovered by means of the head in the material facts of production in question. (Anti-Dühring. Section 3, part II; German ed., Marx-Engels Werke [MEW], XX, 249.)

4. A noteworthy attempt to come to grips with such a problem was undertaken by Bertolt Brecht in some notes made toward the end of the 1920s; although specifically written with regard to intellectuals in Germany at the time, they have a certain wider relevance which merits examination:

The legitimate distrust of the proletariat brings the intellectuals into their difficult position. They often undertake the attempt to coalesce with the proletariat, and precisely this proves not that there are different intellectuals, two sorts of intellectuals, such who are proletarian and such who are bourgeois, but rather that there is only one sort of them, for did they not in the past always try to coalesce with the ruling class? Was this not the reason why the intellect assumed its commodity character?

If the intellectuals want to take part in the class struggle, then it is necessary to grasp intellectually their sociological constitution as a unified one and one determined by material conditions.
Their view which has often come to light, namely it is necessary to go under in the proletariat, is counterrevolutionary. . . . The real revolutions are not (as in bourgeois historiography) produced by feelings, but rather by interests.

The interest of the proletariat in the class struggle is clear and unambiguous, the interest of intellectuals, which is historically established, is harder to explain. The only explanation is that the intellectuals can hope for an unfolding of their (intellectual) activity only through the revolution. Their role in the revolution is determined by this: It is an intellectual role.

Revolutionary intellect distinguishes itself from reactionary intellect by being a dynamic, politically speaking, a liquidating intellect. ("Schwierige Lage der deutschen Intellektuellen," in Bertolt Brecht, Schriften zur Politik und Gesellschaft. Gesammelte Werke, XX [Frankfurt, 1967], 52 f.)

CHAPTER 2


2. It is crucial to realize that the thrust of S's argumentation unreflectingly presupposes that this reproduction, that is, presupposes that "every economy must somehow solve the three fundamental economic problems." (38) In other words, the possibility that the "problems" will not be solved is not even included for consideration. This means that no explanation is offered for why certain societies (or whole modes of production) fail to "solve" the "problems" and what the consequences of this failure are. Just as the rise of no "economic society" is even described, so too the possible decline and/or overthrow of one is avoided. This aspect does not belong to economic theory, but rather to the branch of economics called economic history which only specialists are concerned with—so the methodology of bourgeois economics. When the occasion arises to mention such historical transformations—see for instance the discussion of U.S. slavery in ch. 39—recourse is had to technology and other "external" factors. No analysis of the societal changes taking place is offered. Although such a procedure might be considered unfortunate but at only peripheral interest since the decline of slavery or feudalism is "ancient
history” and thus has no bearing on modern economic analysis, it is precisely here that this approach becomes most pernicious; for S’s analysis does not allow for the possibility that capitalism will not “solve” the “problems.” But more important here is that S, by limiting his criteria for the problem and the solution almost exclusively to technological considerations, in effect declares the eternal nature of capitalism since the successor economy is not defined by social relations—or, alternatively, the end of history altogether is implied since man would have become incapable of dealing with the material reproduction of human society.
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